
Section F - Protection of your personal Data

1. INTRODUCTION

Your credit union, (“your CU”), has purchased a group life assurance policy from ECCU Assurance DAC, (“ECCU”), a life assurance 

company owned by the Irish League of Credit Unions, (“ILCU”).

ECCU insures your life when you borrow money from your CU. Your CU is the policyholder, pays the insurance premium and receives 

the benefits we pay when it makes successful claims.

Some credit unions take out additional cover from us but all credit unions affiliated to the ILCU subscribe to a minimum level of cover 

which aims to pay off an outstanding loan upon the death of a borrower, (subject to the terms and conditions of each credit union’s 

policy).

Your CU and ECCU, and others described below, need to process your personal data for the purposes of the life assurance policy your 

CU has with ECCU. The personal data we process includes information relating to your health which we obtain from you directly and, in 

some cases, from your doctor or other medical advisors, (“your Doctors”), to whom we ask you to provide your consent in Section C of 

this form. We go into that in more detail below.

When you apply for a loan your CU will collect personal data from you and, if necessary, ask you to complete this form, called the ECCU 

Declarations form, and, sometimes, a more detailed Group Risk form.

It may be necessary for your CU to pass the form(s) securely to ECCU, who may pass them, in turn, to ECCU’s chief medical officer, a 

medical doctor contracted to ECCU, and/or ECCU’s reinsurer, for underwriting purposes. Upon review of these we may ask you or your 

Doctors to complete a Private Medical Attendant’s Report, or Specialist Questionnaire, which explore your medical history in greater 

depth.

2. WHY DO WE PROCESS YOUR PERSONAL DATA?

Underwriting means we assess the information to identify any risk factors which would impact the terms on which ECCU provides cover, 

(e.g. impose exclusions), or cause us to decline cover altogether.

The result of our assessment is an underwriting decision which will be communicated by ECCU to your CU. Your CU can provide more 

information to you about our underwriting decision and what effect an exclusion, if any, might have on your loan application. We may 

also need your personal data, in the event of a claim by your CU against its policy with ECCU, and therefore we may keep it, to include 

your health data and our underwriting decision, for claims administration and statistical purposes.

3. WHICH DATA DO WE COLLECT AND PROCESS?

Some of the personal data we ask you to provide on the ECCU Declarations form, the Group Risk form and Specialist Questionnaire is 

health related data. This is a special category of personal data which we are allowed to process because, in the Republic of Ireland, it is 

necessary for the purposes of a life assurance policy and, in Northern Ireland, because the UK Government has provided that, with the 

provision of insurance and payment of claims being in the substantial public interest, the processing of health related personal data 

necessary for an insurance purpose is lawful. We take very good care of it either way.

We ask you to give us your current doctor’s, (and any previous doctor’s), name and address. This is so that we can contact them if we 

need further health related information about you in connection with your answers to the questions on this ECCU Declarations form, or 

Group Risk form.

We ask you to consent to your Doctors providing us with your health information, which we may seek from them should it be necessary. 

If we need this information we will send your Doctors a standard Private Medical Attendant’s Report form, (“PMAR”), and/or Specialist 

Questionnaire for completion, or we may ask them to send more detailed medical information to us.

You indicate your desire for them to provide that information to us, and your consent to them doing so, by giving us your signature on 

section C of the ECCU Declarations form. We will provide your Doctors with a copy of your instruction and your signature so they can be 

assured of acting in accordance with your wishes if we need to ask them to send more detailed information to us.

4. HOW LONG DO WE KEEP YOUR DATA?

ECCU and your CU, and ECCU’s reinsurance provider, (if reinsurance should be necessary), process and retain the information on your 

ECCU Declarations and other forms, your health information and underwriting decision until after your death, or until after your loan is 

paid off, whichever comes first.
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5. WHAT IS THE LAWFUL BASIS FOR US PROCESSING YOUR DATA?

Legitimate Interests

We need this information for the purposes of a life assurance policy, i.e. for underwriting and claims administration and statistical 

purposes, and it is in ECCU and our reinsurance provider’s legitimate interests to process your personal data in this way. You have the 

right to object to processing on the lawful basis of legitimate interests and we discuss that further, along with how you might make such 

an objection and the consequences of it, below.

Legal Obligations

ECCU also needs your personal data for the purposes of fraud prevention and to comply with our legal obligations under Section 35(3) 

of the Criminal Justice (Anti Money Laundering and Prevention of Terrorism) Act 2010, as amended, and to establish, exercise or defend 

legal claims in the courts or before the Data Protection Commission and to respond to complaints made to the Financial Services and 

Pensions Ombudsman’s Bureau of Ireland, in the Republic of Ireland, or to the Financial Ombudsman Service in the UK.

Consent

Your Doctors need your consent in order to provide us with your health related data. If you do not provide your consent then your 

Doctors will not provide us with your health related data and, in the circumstances where we would need it, we would not be able to 

provide insurance cover to your CU. Your CU can advise on the options available to you if this should arise. You may withdraw your 

consent at any time however if you should withdraw your consent after your health related data has been supplied to ECCU by your 

Doctors then ECCU will continue to retain it and process it, this being within its legitimate interests, for the purposes of its life assurance 

policy with your CU. If you wish to withdraw any consent you provided to your Doctors then you should contact your Doctors to advise 

them of this.

6. WHO HAS ACCESS TO YOUR DATA AND TO WHOM IS IT DISCLOSED?

Your CU, ECCU and its reinsurer, where applicable, are Joint Controllers of your personal data which are processed in connection with 

your CU’s life assurance policy with ECCU.

In addition to the appropriate staff of your CU and ECCU, its Chief Medical Officer, and reinsurer, it is possible that we might need to 

make your personal data available to the Financial Services and Pensions Ombudsman’s Bureau of Ireland, (or the Financial 

Ombudsman Service in the UK), the Data Protection Commission and/or our legal advisors in the course of the investigation of a 

complaint. The Central Bank of Ireland and the UK’s financial regulators, the PRA and FCA, may also require access to your personal 

data in the course of their regulatory activities.

As described in this Privacy Notice, ECCU may in some instances disclose your personal data to third parties. ECCU has contracts in 

place with any third parties to whom your personal data may be disclosed containing measures that provide for the protection and 

security of your personal data when within their care.

Staff of the ILCU Information & Communications Technology department, and its outsourced suppliers, ILCU Monitoring and Insurance 

departments may have access to your personal data in the course of their work as outsourced data processors of ECCU.

ECCU also uses the services of a document storage and retrieval company, as a data processor, for safe and secure storage of 

documents that are not needed for lengthy periods.

ECCU is required by law to operate an internal audit function to review its internal control system and to undergo statutory external audit 

as well. These audit functions are supplied to ECCU by specialist external professional services firms. ECCU is also required to have an 

actuarial function which has a role in determining ECCU’s reassurance and capital requirements, statistical analysis and regulatory 

reporting. ECCU outsources this function to a specialist firm of actuaries. ECCU may be required to make your personal data available 

to these firms in the course of their work.

Keeping Your Personal Data Secure

In all cases ECCU takes very good care of your personal data and uses appropriate measures to safeguard your interests and your 

fundamental rights and freedoms with respect to protection of your private information.

ECCU has security measures in place, to include physical, technical and administrative safeguards to protect the confidentiality and 

security of your personal data. We combine these measures with a qualified staff whom we have equipped with appropriate annual 

training, technical and organisational policies, procedures and practices, so as to protect your personal data from loss, misuse and 

unauthorised access.

What are your rights and how can you exercise them?

· You have specific rights in relation to the personal data we collect and process, including the right, where relevant, to:

· Be kept informed. This includes details on how your data is collected, used and secured. This Privacy Notice aims to inform you

on these matters.

· Request a copy of your personal data by making a subject access request to the data controller(s);

· Rectification of errors, if any, in our records of your personal data;
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· Request erasure of your personal data;

· Withdraw consent that you provided previously, for continued processing of your personal data. Please note this only applies

where your consent is the lawful basis for the processing;

· Object to the processing of your personal data on the lawful basis of legitimate interests, see next section;

· Not be subject to automated decision making without human intervention being available;

· Request a portable machine readable copy of any personal data provided by you by electronic means.

Please see details on how to contact us in order to exercise any of these rights, below.

You also have the right to lodge a complaint with the relevant supervisory authority in Ireland, the Data Protection Commission at 

info@dataprotection.ie in respect of matters pertaining to ECCU, its reinsurer or your CU, if your CU is resident in the Republic of 

Ireland, and, alternatively, the Information Commissioner’s Office, see www.ico.org.uk, if your CU is resident in the UK.

Objecting to processing on the lawful basis of Legitimate Interests of the Data Controller

ECCU and its reinsurer both process your personal data, to include your special category, health related data on the lawful basis of it 

being in their legitimate interests to do so. ECCU and its reinsurer need to process this data for the purposes of a life assurance policy, 

to perform underwriting and claims administration, and for the prevention of fraud. These grounds are in the legitimate interests of these 

assurance and reinsurance companies. You may object to such processing at any time and unless we can demonstrate compelling 

legitimate grounds for continuing, which override your interests, rights and freedoms, or unless the data is needed in connection with 

legal claims then we must discontinue the processing of your data on these grounds. If you wish to object to the processing of your data 

in this way please contact the Data Protection Officer at ECCU, see details below.

7. CONTACT INFORMATION

The Data Protection Officer,

ECCU Assurance DAC,

33-41 Lower Mount Street, Dublin, D02 Y489.

Tel: +353 1 614 6700

Email: DPO@eccu.ie

The Data Protection Officer,

(of the credit union to which you are applying for this loan)

The Data Protection Officer,

Arch Reinsurance Europe Underwriting Designated Activity Company,

160 Shelbourne Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, Ireland

Tel: +353 1 669 9700
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